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The arena of education has been observing lots of notable reforms ever since time immemorial. The
deteriorating standard of education may at present attributed to the truth that merely 12 percent of
lot of school going children in actuality carry on their procedure of study and opt for higher degrees
after their 10th standard. Again percentage of individuals being eligible to opt for higher education
after standard 10 is also as lower as 10 percent.

Moreover individuals who qualify again merely opt for higher education as majority of them start
earning in order to meet the financial responsibility of their homes. In todayâ€™s economy where
meeting the basic necessities sometimes get troublesome for several, education has taken the
place of luxury for individuals. Therefore nobody really cares to spend bucks for the purpose of
earning higher degrees.

The procedure of distant education has turned out to be blessing for employed people

The aforesaid is not true in every case. Number of individuals is also there who are in fact eager to
opt for higher learning but due to financial responsibility of the family or any other reason can not
leave their employments. For such individuals having urge of enhancing their qualification the
procedure of distance learning is indeed a good solution. Actually the introduction of Open
University has turned out to be boons for these employed people. These open universities offering
distant education in different disciplines are indeed good source of receiving education and gaining
higher degree.

More and more individuals are getting educated through the distant learning process

There are in fact hundreds and thousands of colleges and universities all across the globe. It is
therefore a matter of shame that the prevailing learning infrastructure is in actual not being used
appropriately. But very few numbers of people can avail those and are capable to attend regular in-
campus classes there.  But for the majority the procedure of distance learning is the most excellent
option to choose wherein they are not required to attend any regular campus classes. All they need
to attend is the virtual classes that too according to their suitable schedule.

Are the open universities capable of bringing positive alterations in the world of education?

In recent times, the launch of several distant courses has in fact revolutionized the system of
education. But, the major question popping up into several minds is that whether the Open
University is truly competent of bringing about the positive changes in this arena of education
efficiently?

In this regard individuals are required to bear in mind that the procedure of imparting education
through the procedure of distance learning is extremely different from that of usual class room
learning. This type of learning has grown-up in importance only in the past few years and has led to
a great number of Open University being established in every corner through out the globe.

The major advantages of such universities offering distance education is that individuals opting for
such distant study programs can carry on their learning according to their suitable time and pace.
Their regular job or other commitments are never going to get hampered for their study. The
materials are sent to them by electronic mails and those materials are indeed of superior quality.
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Rogar Mur here focuses on the importance and advantages of a Open University that are much
more easier and convenient to pursue.For information on a distance learning please visit a
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